AS WE STUMBLE ALONG

DROWSY: Inspiration? Really, dear, that’s not my forte.
JANET: Yes, but if you—

Freely

As we stumble along—

A Tempo (Easy 4)

on life’s funny journey—

As we stumble along—
in- to the blue

we look here and we look there—
seeking

answers any where—
never sure of where to

turn or what to do—
still we bumble our way
through life's crazy labyrinth

barely knowing left from right nor right from wrong and the best that we can do is hope a

bluebird will sing his song

JANET: That was quite nice, Chaperone, but I don't see how it pertains to my situation.

DROWSY: Let me explain.

as we stumble along.

(DROWSY pulls the screen onstage in front of JANET.)

Poco Accel. 2 (DROWSY:

As we stumble a -